
HELLO!
Welcome to our 2019 inspiration guide!

AllYearbooks is the UK’s largest yearbook company, we have been

working with schools since 2002 and we love what we do!

It’s fantastic to have the opportunity to work with you and lots of

schools all over the world.  We love seeing our customers starting

with an idea and then with all of the tools and support from the AYB

team, we see some fantastic yearbooks produced. We want to help

you do the same! This book is a sample of our premium hardback,

we have created and designed this to show off what our yearbook

system can do. It also provides an example of how professional the

finished product really looks.

The pages are filled with examples for you to use and bespoke for

your own yearbook, be it different colours, styles, font, layouts, you

can change it! If you don't have much time, you can use our

templates. These are there to give you inspiration and ideas for your

2019 project, so once you have set up your yearbook, please give us

a call and we can copy any of these layouts across for you.

Alternatively, you can have a go at designing yourself. It’s that easy!
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WHY USE
ALLYEARBOOKS?

environmentally friendly B5 sizeCompact, convenient and 

High quality

Hard-wearing cover

Beautiful designs printed in 

full-colour on luxuriously thick,

silky paper

Outstanding quality

You are in control
Want to change fonts, use your school colours or use your logo on the

background? No problem! Start from a wide range of templates and

presets then tweak away.  If you don't see anything that takes your

fancy, no problem! Speak to our team who'll be happy to assist you with

the creation of a new layout :)

Great value

Amazing customer support

Super fast delivery times
With turnaround times from just two weeks, you'll have your finished

yearbooks in your hands in no time so you can have everything ready

and waiting for that big leavers party!

*
*

Did you know?

Our yearbooks are printed on reassuringly robust machinery using the

best quality paper we could find. Even our budget books (like our

yearbook guide) enjoy the same print and paper quality as our other

books.

With hardbacks starting from just £13.60, and a £9.99 paperback option,

there's something to suit every budget. Plus, take advantage of our

totally free cover design service!!

Our yearbook system, although best used

on a laptop/computer, can also be used on

tablets and mobiles - meaning you can

yearbook on the go!

Need inspiration or help with ideas? We have years of experience and

endless patience - speak to us in the free online chat, phone, email or

even WhatsApp!
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A B DC

No VAT or delivery charges * Overseas delivery?
No VAT is due on printed books and delivery is

free to a UK mainland address.
Please allow an additional 5 working days for

international delivery

BOOK STYLES 

* Non-UK delivery charges (per copy): Republic of Ireland - £2; Europe and offshore establishments - £3; Rest of world - £5

for 40pages!

£9.99

ONLY

We have four

book types to

choose from, all

B5 in size and

printed on high

quality silky

paper, just like

the book you're

holding now.

Go to www.allyearbooks.co.uk/prices

to find out more.

Our most popular option by far, our standard

book is incredibly affordable - probably the best

value hardback yearbook available.

This option suits most groups, and its sturdy

hard-wearing cover will keep your memories

safe for years to come :)

A: Budget paperback

B: Standard laminated hardback

Our budget paperback is perfect

for smaller groups. Pages are

stapled inside a full-colour

laminated card cover.

A fixed price of £9.99 per copy

no matter how many copies you

order gives you a very affordable

option for your students.
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Gold Silver

Bookmark ribbons

Printed endpapers

Add £6 to pricing grid

Engraving

405 400 12 13 24 969 66915 19

C: Premium laminated hardback

Add £5 to pricing grid

On page 5

D: Premium leatherette hardback
A simple stylish classic option. Pages are bound

inside the same hardwearing cover but with a

leatherette finish. The price includes engraving

on the front cover, a bookmark ribbon in a colour

of your choice and full-colour printed endpapers

front and back.

BurgundyBlack

Premium features

Bookmark ribbons are secured to the inside of the spine and add a beautiful

finishing touch to your books. Available in the following colours:

Names in a

Number

----

Group photo

----

School logo

----

Photo of the

school

Red Green Navy

A superior version of our standard

laminated hardback book with the addition

of eye-catching engraving to the front

cover, a bookmark ribbon in a colour of your

choice and full-colour printed endpapers

front and back.

Our premium upgrades are great for those looking for

something extra special. Choose from either of the cover

options C or D, and they will be accompanied by the following:

Your crest or logo and some text of your choice is

cast into a metal block, which is then used to press

your design into the front cover using either gold or

silver foil.

Endpapers are the spreads immediately inside your front and back covers, and lie flat making

them ideal for large group photos, school images or inspirational quotes.

Stuck for
ideas?

42 1031 50 678

Light blue
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COVER

(and some old favourites over the page!)
for 2019 >>>
BRAND NEW COVERS

Take advantage of our completely free

design service!

All of our designs are completely adaptable,

meaning you can have a truly unique cover!

Our design team will work alongside you to

create a bespoke cover for your yearbook.
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> LEAVING CERTIFICATE

> SCHOOL LOGO AND MOTTO

>>>TURN THE PAGE
for some inspiration

Welcome pages are the first thing people will

see when they open their book - so it's always

worth making a great first impression.

Whether you feel fancy and formal, or a bit more

colourful and fun, there's a welcome page

layout for you.

> THIS BOOK BELONGS TO...

WE2
WE1

> YEAR PHOTO

> INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE
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Like what 
you see?

WE3
WE4

WE5

WE6

WE7

WE8

Just let your yearbook coordinator

know which code or page number you

like and we can place the page into

your book. Or you can create your

own using our user-friendly online

yearbook designer.
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CONTENTS

some inspiration?
LOOKING FOR>>>

CO1

CO2

Adding a contents page into your

yearbook is a great way to start

your book.

Double page contents
CO3

It's often a good idea to wait until

nearer the end of your creation

process to add the contents page

in, as you will have a better of idea

of how many free pages you have

left to use!
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Customisable

designs!

CO4
CO5

CO6

CO7

CO8
CO9

CO10

All these layouts areavailable for you to usein your books! Just askone of the team!
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Contents

07

11

16

28

33

41

55

01

CON

TS
TEN

Profiles

Awards

Teachers

Guess who?

Prom

France Trip

Confessions

Look-a-likes

21-30

31-35

1-20

41-46

47-50

36-40

Profiles

Teachers

Awards

Prom

School Trips

Guess Who?
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PROFILE
> HOW MANY STUDENTS PER PAGE?

to get started? >>>ARE YOU READY

Profile pages are a great place to get creative

with your fonts, colours and layouts. Our profile

templates can be adapted to meet your

needs, or you can build custom designs from

scratch.

When you think about yearbooks, you probably

think of yearbook quotes and photos - which

can all go on your profile pages!

Profile checklist

> DO YOU WANT STUDENTS TO
ANSWER LOTS OF PROFILE
QUESTIONS?

> HOW MANY PHOTOS PER
STUDENT?

Before you get started, we recommend thinking

about a few basic things to make creating your

profile pages easier.
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Profiles

AYB TIP:
This layout

started off

with four

profiles, but

we deleted

the two

profiles on

the left hand

page and

replaced

them with a

title page.

PIMP 
your

PR1

PR3

PR2 PR4

Choose how many profiles you
have per spread - anythingfrom 1 to 32!! Here's someideas, but we have lots oflayouts to choose from.
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Jessica Paulson

Give a
girl the

right pair
of shoes

and she'll
conquer

the world.

FAVOURITE
MEMORIES

2019
I HOPE TO GO ON TO STUDY PHOTOGRAPHY

AT DURHAM UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR. IT'S
BEEN A PLEASURE SPENDING THESE TWO

YEARS WITH ALL MY AMAZING FRIENDS, I
HOPE YOU WILL ALL KEEP IN TOUCH!

My favourite memory has to be the Disneyland
Paris Trip. We had so much fun and laughed
constantly.

I also really enjoyed organising our Christmas
fundraiser - it was nice to see so many lovely
handmade items for sale at the cra� fair, and
for so many people to come out and watch the
talent show - even in the terrible snowy
weather.
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271
Followers Following

98
Photos
521

Interests 
11

Favourite memory?

Message to your future self?

About meFollow

Write text here.....

22 mins ago

What is your nickname?

If I could give one message to my future self, it would be to just be happy,
in life, in love and with myself. Otherwise what's the point in all of this?!

posted a photo

Lives in CornwallWorks at AllYearbooks

Sign up Log In

Rach Bonghi

It's gotta be when Joe was dancing in Drama and he fell o� the stage,
the best bit about it was that he got straight back up and continued the
dance without even laughing! The show must go on eh?!

My deepest darkest confession is that I never really did any of my
homework in maths, I always got my dad to do it as he is a right maths
wizz!

My confession...

My nickname, for some reason, has always been Bonga! Probably due
to my surname!
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Fe Ackman

“Life Is Either A Daring Adventure Or
Nothing.” – Helen Keller

Alease Cost

Pamela Horn

“You Are Never Too Old To Set Another Goal
Or To Dream A New Dream.” – C.S. Lewis

Kera Hui

“We May Encounter Many Defeats But We
Must Not Be Defeated.” – Maya Angelou

Ozella Paille

“Whether You Think You Can Or Think You
Can’t, You’re Right.” – Henry Ford

Melany Spurgeon

“The Way Get Started Is To Quit Talking And
Begin Doing.” – Walt Disney

Alexandra Thweatt

“Don’t Let Yesterday Take Up Too Much Of
Today.” – Will Rogers

Sylvester Trose

“To See What Is Right And Not Do It Is A
Lack Of Courage.” – Confucious

Sharon Whiteley

“Reading Is To The Mind, As Exercise Is To
The Body.” – Brian Tracy

PROFILES

6J

“It’s Not Whether You Get Knocked Down, It’s
Whether You Get Up.”

–  Vince Lombardi

Kraig Judkins

“Today’s Accomplishments Were
Yesterday’s Impossibilities.” – Robert H.

Schuller

“Creativity Is Intelligence Having Fun.” –
Albert Einstein

Angelica Traynor
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Burns
Ali

Benson
Elijah

Tanya

Hudgens
Brandon Larsen

Sam

Monty
Carl Moody

Ash

Penn
Gina Randall

Tiff

Rose
Ivy

Ryan
Emmett

Hanson

Apple
Class
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Friendly FunnyHappy

Lisa

Jimmy Holland
Favourite Memory

The school trip to Italy - it was over far too quickly.

Where to next?

University of Kent to study Sports Science

Three words to describe me

Lad. Banter. Sporty.

If I could spend the day as any other student I would be...

Any one of my friends - so I could see how amazing it is to

be friends with myself!

Grant Leach

Sandy MacDonald

Where to next?

University

Three words to describe me

Quiet. Tall. Happy.

I will be remembered for

My interesting bits of trivia

Favourite film

Die Hard

Robins

What will you miss most?

I will miss seeing you guys every day!

Message to your future self

I hope your mansion in the countryside doesn't take

too much looking after...

Where to next?

University of Exeter to study Politics

I will be remembered for

Always having an opinion. On everything. All the time.describe me
3 words to

What is your favourite memory?
Making all the wonderful friends I
have

What is your funniest memory at
school?
When we went on school camp, me
falling over the tent peg to get to
the dinner line!

What will you miss most?
My teachers and seeing my friends
every day.

What is your proudest moment?
Learning to play the violin

What would you like to be when you
are older?
I would like to be a musician

Message to your future self
Be happy
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Lizzie
Bauer6HB If Plan A didn't

work, the alphabet
has 25 more

letters. Stay cool!

Reece
Boyd

All Pizzas are
personal pizzas if

you try hard
enough.

Justin
Bridges

Sabrina
Brown

Zachary
Crane

Lance
Davies

Oscar
Gray

Carrie
Holden

Henry
Pace

Jade
Ritter

The past can hurt
but, the way I see
it, you can either

run from it or
learn from it

Somewhere inside
all of us is the

power to change
the world

High School
Musical is pretty

unrealistic.

Can I please stay
another year? -

said no one.

They asked me to
write something.

So here it is:
Something.

Finally. I'm free.

You will regret not
dating me in high

school.

I am Beyoncé.
Always.

Well, we've made it through the last two
years together! It seems like only yesterday
you all shuffled into my classroom that first
Monday morning of term wanting to be
anywhere else but here.

Whether you are moving onto university, or
jumping straight into the big world of work,
I'm sure you will all be incredibly successful
in what you do.

Best of luck for the future,
Mrs Barnard.

Mrs Barnard
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TAKE A LOOK AT>>>some examples

CL1

CL2

Get creative with your layout ideas - you

could go for a scrapbook style, or

perhaps something a little more

minimalist - it's entirely up to you!

You can't have a yearbook without lots of

photos!

Collages are a great way of showing off photos

from your trips, events and memorable

moments from your time at school.
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CL3
CL5

CL6CL4
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Meet the 

Class of



EXPLORING
.

STOP
.NEVER
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OTHER

for some inspiration
TURN THE PAGE>>>

> PLAYLISTS

> GUESS THE BABY

> CONFESSIONS
> MEMORIES
> CELEBRITY LOOKALIKES

> WHEN I GROW UP...
> BIRTHDAY PAGES
> IN THE NEWS

> POLLS/AWARDS

OT1 OT2 OT3
Whether it's flossing or slime, or the

#inmyfeelingschallenge, you'll be looking

back in 20 years cringing at what was at the

height of popularity!

Your yearbook is a great place to record all of the

trends and fads which took the world by storm

while you were at school.
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OT4

OT5

OT6

OT7

OT8
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1.

2.

3.

11. 12.

15. 17.

25.

1. Salli Harris
2. Tom Weston
3. Amy Ellis
4. Will Jackson
5. Sadie Smith
6. Eleri Hughes
7. Emily James
8. Finn Worth
9. Joe Dunn

10. Davydd Evans
11. Miss Ryan!
12. Bryony Evans
13. Michael Rollings
14. Carly Ashworth
15. Hattie Kidston
16. Ryan Heath
17. Johnny Sach
18. Mr Smithson!

19. Suzie Bridge
20. Miss Bunn!
21. Chris Tamsin
22. Barney Waitley
23. Mrs Winston!
24. Laurie and Louise Fey
25. Miss Bird!
26. Carter Green
27. Miss Bell

GUESS THE BABY

10.

8.

4.

5.

6. 7.

13.

14.

16. 18.

19.

20.

21.
22.

23. 24.
27.

26.

Awh! What a bunch of cuties we were...
Bet you can't guess who these pics belong

to (and no peeking at the answers!)

9.
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3rd - Molly E
9th - Jake B

20th - Terry L

6th - Emma G
18th - Ellie P

28th - Isaac B

1st - Caroline T
13th - Simon J
21st - Tom N

5th - Phoebe G
9th - Harvey S

30th - Eleanor S

8th - Blake S
17th - Todd G
27th - Kai B

9th - Becky D
11th - Finlay H
28th - Matt C

15th - Josie L
30th - Tyler T

4th - George T
22nd - Emillie B

19th - Joel B
31st - Tilly E

8th - Lucy G
25th - Connor M

Birthdays

10th - Heather V
16th - Dimitri R
23rd - Iqrah H

2nd - Fred B
26th - Roy C

31st - Arabella F

Voyages
Locations Dates

Barcelona - Spain

STILL TO COMECOMPLETED

Cologne - Germany
Rome - Italy

London - England

Llandudno - Wales

Santander - Spain

Ypres - Belgium
Dublin - Ireland

Paris - France

October 2019
August 2019
July 2019

July 2019

June 2019
May 2019

April 2019

April 2019
March 2019
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What's HOT
NOT

TINY SUNGLASSES

FORTNITE

SLIME

THE GREATEST SHOWMAN

SNAPCHAT

Fortnite: Battle Royale has taken the gaming
world by storm! Released in 2017 this game
shows no signs of dwindling popularity.

Whether you buy it or make it yourself,
chances are you have played with slime at

some point over the school year!

What's&
We light it up, we won't come down

And the sun can't stop us now
Watching it come true, it's taking over you

Oh, this is the greatest show

SQUISHIES

FLOSSING

Goodbye fidget spinners and hello Squishies! No
keyring is complete without these super-cute
additions.

You will either love or hate this 90's trend. Loved by
celebrities, it's impossible to go shopping without

seeing these on the shelve.

What's your longest Snapstreak? And what's
your favourite filter? Don't forget to try out
faceswap too!

DABBING
Dabbing is so 2017! Make way for

the new dancing trend...

What started off as
an internet trend
gained new
popularity when it
featured on
Fortnite. A day
can't pass on the
playground without
seeing someone
Floss.
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newsIn the

Sir Bradley Wiggins wins the 99th Tour de

France

Malala Yousafzai is shot by Taliban in

Pakistan

"Gangnam Style" has 1 billion Youtube views

London hosts the 2012 Olympics

The Shard opens - Tallest building in Europe

at 309.6 metres high

2012

2015

2014
888,000 ceramic poppies are planted around the

Tower of London for the centenary of WW1

Malala Yousafzai becomes the youngest ever

winner of the Nobel Peace Prize

"Big Hero 6" is released, as is "Maleficent"

Philip Seymour Hoffman dies, age 46.

Robin Williams dies, age 63.

Christmas number one: Ben Haenow -

"Something I Need"

2016

2018

Leicester City FC win the Premiership!

"Zootropolis" is released, as is "The Jungle Book"

Rio Olympics

Queen Elizabeth II is 90 years old

Referendum on the UK leaving the EU

Harry Potter and Die Hard star Alan Rickman dies

aged 69.

US election - Donald Trump beats Hilary Clinton

in the race to become the 58th President of the

United States.

Princess Charlotte is bornLibby Lane becomes the first female Churchof England bishop
Queen Elizabeth II becomes the longest

reigning Monarch in British historyChris Froome wins 102nd Tour De France"Minions" and "Inside Out" are releasedNew Zealand All Blacks win the 2015 Rugby
World Cup at Twickenham

2013Andy Murray wins Wimbledon, the first Britsince 1936

Prince George is born
Chris Froome wins the 100th Tour de France

"Frozen" is released
Ebola epidemic starts

The 'Beast from the East' causes disruption

across the country, with thousands of schools

shutting for snow days!

"Black Panther" is released in cinemas, as is "The

Incredibles 2" and "Avengers: Infinity War"

The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge welcome

their third child, Prince Louis.

Prince Harry and Meghan Markle get married at

Windsor Castle on May 19th.

The 2018 World Cup takes place in Russia during

June and July.

2017Millions of people worldwide take part in the
Women's March in January"Moonlight" wins Best Picture at the Oscars,

after a mix-up sees"La La Land" mistakenly
announced as the winner.Ariana Grande holds 'One Love Manchester'

benefit concert in honour of the victims and
families of those caught up by theManchester terror attack

"Wonder Woman" is released in cinemas,
alongside "Despicable Me 3" and "Dunkirk"Powerful earthquake hits Mexican coast,

with the President of Mexico decribing it as
the worst one in over 100 years.
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DOUBLE
t�o��l�

HAYLEY�WILLIAMS
TINA�ROBIN

HARRY�POTTER
YOUNG�TOBY�HEATH

ADRIAN�GRENIER

LEA�MICHELE
SYDNEY�JACKSON

SHIA�LABEOUF

MR�MATTHEWS
AVRIL�LAVIGNE

TAYLOR�EVANS

DAVID�PORTER

KYLIE�JENNER
JENNIFER�DEETS

EMMA�WATSON CLAIRE�DANES
SERENA�COTTON ZOE�COTTON

Who needs
Hollywood when
you have these
famous faces

walking around
the halls of
Greenwich
Secondary?
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WILL YOU STAY IN TOUCH WITH THE PEOPLE YOU'RE CLOSE WITH?

HAVE YOU STAYED FRIENDS WITH YOUR Y7 SQUAD?

KS4 62%

CBBC 84%

WHICH CHANNEL WAS BETTER TO WATCH AS A KID?

ROUNDERS 50%

BAKE OFF 53%

YES 61%

NO 60%

YES 76%

YES :(  86%

CITV 16%

THE APPRENTICE 47%

NO 39%

YES 40%

NO 24%

NO 14%

WHICH KEY STAGE DID YOU HAVE MORE BANTER IN?

ROUNDERS OR NETBALL?
NETBALL 50%

LOVE ISLAND 74%

LOVE ISLAND OR EX ON THE BEACH
EOTB 26%

HAVE YOU LIED TO GET OUT OF TROUBLE?

HAVE YOU GOT A SECRET CRUSH ON SOMEONE?

YES 76% NO 24%

ARE YOU GOING TO MISS SCHOOL?

YR11

Need some help?
We have lots of
ideas for award
categories and

questions. Just ask
one of the team!!

POLLS

BAKE OFF OR THE APPRENTICE?

KS3 38%

A good list 
of yearbook awards

and polls c
an quickly become

one of the most ta
lked about

sections of your book. Who will

win which award?
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some of our examples
TAKE A LOOK AT>>>

Divider pages are such a good

way of splitting up your yearbook

in to different sections.

DI1

DI2 DI3

DIVIDER

They're also a great way of

getting creative - you can use text

heavy pages, simple photos, or

perhaps an inspirational quote.

They make effective endpapers

too!
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01736 751444 @AllYearbooks /AllYearbooks

V.1

07568 537 763

FOR MORE IDEAS 
& TIPS FOR GETTING STARTED ...

For more inspiration take a look at our social
media channels and ideas page.

Why not head to our website and set up your yearbook

in just a few clicks!  Setting up a book is completley free

and only takes 30 seconds.

A member of the team will then be in touch to help you

get started with your yearbook journey.

www.allyearbooks.co.uk/start 
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